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About Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
The Academic Orthopaedic Consortium (AOC) was established in 2005 by a handful of the Executive Directors of the top academic
programs in the country -largely out of necessity since there were no other societies or associations that existed solely for
academic Orthopaedic programs. Today over 70 Executive Directors represent their departments nationally in

this free consortium (no member fees).
The purpose of the AOC is to provide a pure network comprised of the Executive Directors of Academic Orthopaedic Departments
to educate, empower, and enable individuals through the wisdom of community.

This is accomplished through peer networking and connection in real time on the forMD platform, improving peer to peer
education which ultimately helps individuals to be more informed and ultimately to become more effective in their roles. The
collective body of the AOC is committed to providing national level analysis, benchmarking, and organized discussion that would
improve the national academic Orthopaedic community as it tries to understand its environment and accordingly to process how
it should evolve. The power of this network is to provide every single member with an extraordinarily intelligent resource that can
be tapped at any moment via a few keystrokes on forMD, for the benefit of their Departments.
Being a member means being committed to the importance of the academic Orthopaedic community. This commitment is
demonstrated by participation (and not just passive observation) in the “conversations,” sharing of wisdom/best practices, and
benchmarking analysis that ultimately enrich others and shift the curve outward nationally. Technically, a member must have a
profile on forMD to participate in the benefits of membership and once established each member is responsible for updating that
profile.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
SURVEY BACKGROUND
The AOC requested member participation in a 2012 survey to evaluate
multiple financial and statistical parameters in academic institutions
across the country specific to clinical productivity, physician
compensation, and the numerous criteria that affect these data points
(i.e. external funds flow from coverage agreements, support from the
hospital for medical directorships, sharing profitability with hospital,
etc.).
This year, at the request of our Academic Chairmen, we have also added
detail to categorize all of above specific to the 8 subspecialties.
This year we have added questions to address Compensation Plan
design and associated faculty satisfaction; EMR vendors; Subspecialty
Profitability; and, Orthopaedic Surgeon Employment Models.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
PURPOSE/GOALS OF SURVEY
To provide AOC with a “biopsy” that we can consequently use as a platform to
advance critical understanding and dialogue specific to American Academic
Orthopaedic Departments.
Accordingly, we hope to use this valuable context to deepen our individual and
collective understanding to improve the national landscape for academic
orthopaedics. Likewise, this data also provides private practice Orthopaedists
with information that improves their own context in relation to academics/trends.
•Understanding where your program exists in relation to your peers
•Learning points that can be used as discussion points within your institutions

•Utilizing the information to make adjustments and to improve your program
•Empower you with information
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
SURVEY METHODOLOGY
A survey tool was developed with input from the membership to gather data to report
on 75 different variables as outlined categorically below. This represents a doubling of
the scope of this survey, providing one of the most in depth surveys as yet for this slice
of academic Orthopaedic medicine.
Clinical Productivity and Physician Compensation – 62 data points
External $$ Support – 8 data points
Miscellaneous – 5 data points
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
A letter was sent via email along with an excel attachment to each program to
communicate the goals of the survey and to request program participation. Periodic
notifications were subsequently sent by AOC to encourage full participation.
Programs were requested to invest the 90 minutes required to complete the datasheet.
All datasheets were to be emailed directly to Michael R. Gagnon at Duke Medical Center
as he coordinated the survey and was responsible for the confidentiality of the
participants as well as the integrity of the final analysis.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
All data are de-identified in the report.
The data were collected over a 3 month period and are more than 3 months old.
Legal Counsel was involved to be sure that the study and the structure of this report
were not in violation of anti-trust regulation.
The benchmark analysis herein has been updated to reflect all programs that
participated through March 16, 2013.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
DATA REVIEW AND AUDITING
Mr. Gagnon reviewed all datasheets as provided by the programs and communicated
directly with programs where there were questions with any data points as submitted
by participating programs.
Typical questions/issues that prompted follow up included:

**Clarification and follow up to obtain any missing data
**Investigation of any unusual correlation within a reporting program (i.e. high receipts and low
WRVU; Average compensation figures that mathematically seemed implausible given reported
salary ranges)

**Investigation of data significantly above/below the threshold for norms, not only among the group
but in larger context.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium

DATA REVIEW AND AUDITING
In the event that a program did not respond to emails and phone calls to clarify data
that appeared off, and which may have skewed overall results, the program either had
that single data point deleted or was disqualified altogether from participation.
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Academic Orthopaedic Consortium
Survey Participation
The survey results are based on data reported by 30 distinct Academic Orthopaedic
Surgery programs covering approximately 615 academic Orthopaedic surgeons. This is
a 50% programmatic response rate within the AOC.
There were 3 programs whose data was received but not factored into the benchmark
summary statistics since it would have skewed the data (CHOP – all peds, Cincinnati
Children’s- all peds, and Midwest/RUSH- an academic hybrid with #s that would skew
the averages).
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Where there are many caveats to the figures and analysis, there
is little argument that the following directly contribute to stable
financial environments and higher upper limits of faculty
compensation:
•External support for call coverage, recruitment support, skin in the game tied to clinical
operations.
•Coverage agreements with outside facilities can be a boon if properly negotiated.
•Pay for call
•Transparent and predictable compensation plans for faculty that clearly identify pay with
production
•Direct support of bonus/compensation.

•Paid Medical Directorships for administrative/clinical oversight.
•Chairmen who received salary support and recruitment packages to provide stability.
•GME support for the efforts of Program Director(s) and Administrative Coordinator(s)
•Appropriate balance of faculty committed to the missions but more heavily so on the clinical
side to generate receipts.
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Points to Consider
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Key Point$ to consider…
•Negotiate for External support:
•
•
•
•
•

56% of our programs receive $$ for call coverage
41% receive ancillary revenue
41% participate in ties to profitability
70% receive some level of support for Chairman
85% receive medical directorships/stipends tied to administrative/clinical
oversight that is not imbedded in any of above stats.
• 81% receive some level of GME support for Program Directors & Coordinators
• 59% receive some level of special funding for programs such as Peds, Oncology,
and Trauma
• 81% receive support for new hire start ups
•Seek and carefully evaluate coverage agreements with outlying facilities. You may
actually earn more providing that coverage than spending a busy day at your hospital.
•The average size of Orthopaedic groups is growing as practices combine to buffer the
impact/threat of external forces at work that would significantly damage smaller groups.
This is an opportune time for academic groups to consider adding “affiliates” who would
have the shelter of your partnership while allowing you to negotiate a “tax” from them to
go toward your group.
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Key Point$ to consider…
•Negotiate growth of faculty with your hospital/health system (81% receive this kind of
support now). They need to be invested in your growth, and in some cases it benefits
them more than you. Get them to invest in the costs of recruitment and covering deficits
associated with new hires.
•Offer “Same Day-Next Day” access to your clinics for new patients…and deliver it…
•Consider offering/promoting Orthopaedic Urgent Care and walk-in clinics. If you don’t,
your competitors will. Negotiate with your hospitals to help pay the stipends you will have
to give to your providers who staff Urgent Care.
•In clinic, consider strategic use of a midlevel to see non-operative patients and returns.
This frees up surgeon clinic schedules for those patients more likely to be surgical
candidates. Some Midlevels who work just 2 days per week in clinic can generate
$175,000 of receipts and easily cover costs…and staff Orthopaedic Urgent Care Clinics.
•Invest in personnel who optimize your net collection rate to be consistently above 95%
to be sure you are collecting all you are entitled to collect.
•Get rid of faculty who are constant irritations, your time is too valuable, the collateral
damage being done is harmful, life is too short, and no one really wants them around
anyhow.
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Lastly…
It is clear that Orthopaedic practices and their hospitals/health systems are coming together like never
before. The ratios of those reporting programs who are receiving external support has increased with
significance over the past several years and markedly over last year’s survey. This is not something to fear,
necessarily, it is something to embrace in the right way since all sides do need each other and most
Orthopaedic programs still have tremendous value to their hospitals/health systems. And 20% of those
reporting indicate they are employed by their hospitals/health system…and of that grouping 100% of them
report being happier now than when they were not employed that way.
Negotiate wisely and use this survey to position yourself with context to advance all sides. Best not to flog
with data that shows they are under-supporting your program, rather, come to the table armed with desire to
partner for win-win (improving turnover times, decreasing waste, improving pricing on implants, start up
support for new hires who will bring volume in mutually strategic markets, and negotiating resources ($$ and
personnel) in exchange for this).
This gives you more control over your work environment (which gets your surgeons home earlier), provides
a diversified revenue portfolio for your faculty via medical directorship dollars that are easier to earn than
seeing patients, and a partner (your hospital/health system) who you really do need despite what you may
think…
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The Results of the 2012 Survey Follow
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Specific to what you will see in the "Combined Surgical Faculty Specifics," the data provided by Departments was requested with the caveats below:

PLEASE NOTE:
1. INCLUDE SURGEONS ONLY IN ALL ANALYIS (EXCLUDE NON-OPERATIVE PERSONNEL)
2. NO DATA SHOULD INCLUDE ANY MIDLEVEL RELATED INFORMATION (I.E. PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT RECEIPTS, WRVUS GENERATED BY FELLOWS)
3. DO NOT INCLUDE STATISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CHAIRMAN OF DEPARTMENT IN ANALYSIS.
4. DO NOT INCLUDE NEW HIRES WHO ARE STILL ON GUARANTEE.
5. BE SURE TO NORMALIZE ANY PART-TIME STATISTICS FOR THOSE WHO YOU INCLUDE IN YOUR AVERAGES. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVE A GME PROGRAM DIRECTOR INCLUDED
WHO IS 50% CLINICAL EFFORT, YOU SHOULD DOUBLE HIS RECEIPTS AND WRVUS BEFORE ADDING IN TO THE CALCULATIONS FOR AVERAGES.

ACADEMIC ORTHOPAEDIC CONSORTIUM MEMBERSHIP
LAST NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Poleo
Gambino
Shill
Thomas
Van Kirk
Bonini
Gagnon
Cooper
Lewis
Vetrano
Peal
Jennings
Milner
Grossman
Walsh
Powell
Chauffe
Traub
Monto
Tiffany
Rohacek
Viellieu
Stark-Riemer
Beatty
Nanci
Feinstein
O'Brien
Irvine
West
Leonard
Anderson
RHODES
Refai
Fields-Keene
Capra
Bruining

FIRST
NAME
Melissa
Heidi
Weber
Brian
Stuart
John
Michael
Merideth
Mark
Janice
Frederick
Jo
Trudie
Lisa
Kathy
Ramelle
Amy
David
Jennifer
Gibbons
Jim
Dennis
Wendy
Marla
Nessel
Ellen
Mike
Abigail
Michael
Ed
Kimberly
LISA
H. Dean
Joyce
Richard
Jennifer

UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION
Boston University
Boston University
Brown University
Cleveland Clinic
Drexel University
Duke University
DUKE UNIVERSITY
Emory University
Georgia Health Sciences
Hofstra University
Howard University
Johns Hopkins University
Medical University of South Carolina
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
NEOMED
Northwestern University
Ochsner Health System
Oregon Health & Science University
Partners Healthcare
Penn State University
Penn State University
Rush
Rush University Medical Center
Southern Illinois University School of Medicine
Stanford University
The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
The Ohio State University
The University of Chicago
Thomas Jefferson University
Tulane University
UC Davis
UC SAN DIEGO
UCLA
UCSF Fresno Medical Education Program
UCSF Orthopaedic Surgery
Univeristy of Colorado

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

Juengermann
DeRubertis
Van Hoesen
Martin
Stover
Smith
Singleton
Rogers
Andrew
Bode
Mason
Thompson
Lammi
Schmidt
Wisniewski
Carolyn
Shannon
Staiert
Cary
Wagner
Gustave
Hoefen
Norton
Athey
Hensley
Quinn
Krompf
Boblitz
Karbowski
Miller
OKeefe
Goodman
Faulbaum
Zehnpfennig
Elliott
Laura
Summers

Ann
Diane
Amy
Cindy
Paul
Ian
Sandy
Cindy
Duncan
Jonathan
Mark
Lawrence
Mary
Steve
Kristi
Cole-Brown
Lorbiecki
David
Patricia
Russell
Lori
James
Anne
Paul
Toni
David
Bradley
Michael
Kenneth
Mark
Kevin
Amy
Ronald
Nancy
John
Robbins
Antoinette

Univerity of Missouri
University Hospitals Case Medical Center
University of Arizona
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
University of Cincinnati
University of Cincinnati, Children's
University of Florida
University of Florida
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Iowa
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts Medical School
University of Medicine and Dentistry New Jersey Medical School
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Nebraska Medica Center
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of North Texas Health Science Center
University of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester
University of South Alabama
University of South Carolina
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Utah
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington
Vanderbilt University
Virginia Commonwealth University
Wake Forest Baptist Health
Washington University
Wayne State University
Wayne State University
Weill Cornell Medical College
West Virginia University

THANK YOU TO THE YELLOW HIGHLIGHTED PROGRAMS WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE 2012 BENCHMARK STUDY
EVERY SINGLE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF AN ORTHOPAEDIC PROGRAM IN THE US IS WELCOME TO JOIN THE A.O.C.
MEMBERSHIP IS FREE TO JOIN. CONTACT MICHAEL.GAGNON@DUKE.EDU

2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 1

ORTHO DEPT 2

ORTHO DEPT 3

ORTHO DEPT 4

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$921,494

$514,110

$926,009

$662,197

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

10,975

6,559

9,396

7,819

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$84

$78

$99

$85

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$497,570

$303,873

$466,354

$312,283

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

54%

59%

50%

47%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$45

$46

$50

$40

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$275,000

$275,000

$180,000

$275,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$25,000

$0

$160,000

$7,500

N/A

N/A

2

3

2

3

3

$300,000 - $1,000,000

$225,000 -$408,000 (*one MD not
board eligible so he's below the
$275K starting salary)

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

$250,000 - $475,000

23

Production based (receipts) where a
revenue target is set that associates
with a guaranteed salary and bottomline result. If surgeon exceeds revenue
target and bottom-line is better than
target, surgeon keeps 50% of the
incremental production beyond the
targeted bottom-line result. Every
single faculty member has a revenue
target that would guarantee payment
of 45-46% of their individual
production and then can also earn
additional production and also
academic bonus on top of this.

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

$285,008 - $703,178

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
THE DEPT COMP
PLAN > 80%
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

Yes, seem quite pleased. 95.

Spine

Base Salary + production based
incentive. Prodcution based ID is
calculated using net cash that each
faculty member generates. Net cash
is divided by 100 to generate ID
points. Each ID point is then
compensated at a rate ranging
betweening $31 and $35 per ID point

While I would rate it an 85 (very
transparent and easy to
administer, but could improve
fairness), the faculty who perform
Yes, Faculty very pleased with
a high level of
current compensation plan (95%)
undercompensated/uncompensate
d care would probably reduce the
overall faculty rating to something
closer to 70.

Adult Reconstruction (Total Joint)

Spine

In process. Practice provides a very
generous 401a retirement contribution
of 20% up IRS limit ($50K).

< 25%

Still evaluating.

OTHER - 11%

Compiled by Michael R. Gagnon * Duke University Orthopaedics * michael.gagnon@duke.edu

2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 5

ORTHO DEPT 6

ORTHO DEPT 7

ORTHO DEPT 8

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$856,035

$562,071

$1,036,860

$1,075,513

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

12,627

8,229

10,428

9,461

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$68

$68

$99

$114

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$461,482

$379,390

$676,275

$573,112

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

54%

67%

65%

53%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$37

$46

$65

$61

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

25th %tile of MGMA Private
Practice - differs per sub-specialty

$250,000

$342,500

$275,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

Compesnation Plan too new

$0

$35,000

$25,000

N/A

N/A

2

2

2

2

3

$385,238 - $651,487

$250,000 - $700,000

$285,000 - $1,300,000

$ 313,000 - $1,040,000

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

23

Faculty are paid at the 25%tile of
MGMA Private Practice and they are
expected to produce at the 25%tile
wRVUs. Productivity above the 25th
and under the 50th pay $4.00 per
wRVU in incentive. 50th - 75th
productivity pays $10.00 per wRVU
incentive, and anything over 75%tile
pays $15.00 per wRVU incentive.
Incentives are paid twice per year.

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
THE DEPT COMP
PLAN > 80%
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

Our plan is production based and tied
to wRVU. A $/wRVU is established
annually and faculty are paid based on Low base salary plus high percentage
a 6 month wRVU rolling average.
of individual practice collections ("eat
Faculty earn a rank stipend starting at
what you kill").
the Associate Level and are paid
separately for taking hand/trauma call.

XYZ Plan where Z incentives are
based on academic, clinical
productivity, trauma coverage,
financial surplus of provider, and
clinical effectiveness; provider keeps
approx 60% of their own surplus

Younger faculty really like it older
faculty not so much - 50%

By and large faculty embrace the
plan. I rate this a 90%.

By and large faculty embrace the
plan. I rate this a 90%.

90%

Sports

Spine

Spine (Includes pediatric spine)

spine

OTHER - 11%

Compiled by Michael R. Gagnon * Duke University Orthopaedics * michael.gagnon@duke.edu

2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 9

ORTHO DEPT 10

ORTHO DEPT 11

ORTHO DEPT 12

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$961,871

$693,621

$843,379

$606,850

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

11,376

7,165

7,961

7,538

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$85

$97

$106

$81

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$769,543

$517,775

$555,998

$376,678

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

80%

75%

66%

62%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$68

$72

$70

$50

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$325,000

$250,000

$230,000

$220,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$25,000

$60,000

$10,000

$30,000

N/A

N/A

2

3

3

2

3

$325,000-$1,135,002

$275,000 - $700,000

$390,000-$830,000

$192,474 - $1,129,288

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

16

N/A

N/A

N/A

19

23

Four performance levels are set, based
upon collections; these levels are consistent
We have a P&L plan. We use the
Yes. The compensation plan is 85%
for the entire department. To determine
individualized WRVU levels required to
payments per RVU by MD less
based on direct productivity, i.e.
move from one level to the next, the
expenses for salary, benefits and
revenue generated through billings,
collection goals are divided by that
overhead to calculate a quarterly
professional services agreements,
member’s adjusted (including payer mix
clinical profit. A percentage of the
medical directorships less expenses.
Salary = Part A (Faculty rank) + Part B
adjustment) $/WRVU from the prior year.
profit is paid as a bonus each quarter. Then 10% is distributed by Department
The higher the level of WRVU production,
(specialty). Bonus is calculated on
We also have an annual academic
Head based upon education and
the higher the performance level achieved,
RVU targets and % of collections.
bonus based on self-reporting of
research metrics with a defined point
and the greater the % of $/WRVU retained
academic
activities
with
a
piont
value
system
for
each.
5%
is
based
on
a
for that member’s compensation. Actual
assigned for each activity category.
clinical performance metric defined
year end incentive compensation is based
on total actual WRVU production for the
The bonus is then paid as a $$
annually by the physician's primary
fiscal year. Whatever WRVU productivity
amount per point.
practice site.
level is achieved, all current year WRVUs
are paid at that $/WRVU level.

N/A

N/A

N/A

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
100% of the faculty embraced the
THE DEPT COMP
plan that was implemented in
PLAN > 80%
2012.
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

OTHER - 11%

Joints

Mostly yes. I rate it at 90%. It is
fair and tranparent, but time
consuming and complex to
administer as there is a lot of data
to collect for the calculations

Those are 2 different questions.
Yes, they view it as fair and it is
completely transparent. It is
viewed as highly complex and
many do not understand it. 70.

Faculty feel underpaid. Rating
about 60%

Sports Medicine

The Department does not "profit"
directly from any subspecialty
since 90% of revenue goes
directly to physicians as comp.
Highest paid specialists are the
most productive and subspecialty
varies.

Spine and Peds Ortho
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 13

ORTHO DEPT 14

ORTHO DEPT 15

ORTHO DEPT 16

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$966,377

$401,677

$761,371

$950,452

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

12,806

5,877

6,781

8,959

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$75

$68

$112

$106

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$390,617

$365,000

$455,565

$460,315

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

40%

91%

60%

48%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$31

$62

$67

$51

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$350,000

$250,000

$300,000

$325,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$30,000

$20,000

Margin Dependent

$0

N/A

N/A

2

3

3

1 year

2

$309,000 - $484,450

$275,000-$650,000

$265,000 - $720,000

$325,000-$866,000

Our compensation plan is tied to
productivity (wRVUs). We use MGMA
benchmarks as a starting point.
Typically, surgeons are compensated
about the MGMA median. We have
an incentive adjudication plan for
distributing margin (if applicable).
Historically, this plan involves
productivity overage, surgeon-specific
margin, and personal/quality goals. As
of FY13, we are beginning to shift the
incentive adjudication plan away from
margin and putting a heavier
emphasis on quality goals/outcome
assessments.

Production base plus bonus (tied to
personal RVUs, patient satisfaction,
Margin sharing if over target, and
quality metrics)

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

23
Compensation is according to the
COM plan which is largely a base
salary and a smaller WRVU
productivity based incentive. Total
compensation is comprised of base
salary, administrative supplements,
The plan is currently based on
productivity incentives, year end
WRVU's but is in the process of being
departmental incentives and one time
changed to a blend of WRVU's &
payments. A Faculty member's base
revenue. We will also be adding an
salary will be subject to a floor and a
academic incentive component.
ceiling and cannot be below 20% or
above 75% of AAMC Faculty Salary
Survey stratified for subspecialty and
faculty rank. Productivity incentives
are WRVU based and established by
the Chair.

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

I would rate the comp plan as a
65%. The base salaries are low as
compared to other Academic
52% OF
Orthopaedic programs and the
Overall, the faculty deem this to be
PROGRAMS RATE
incentive program is too low, with By and large the faculty embrace
fair. A lot of effort is put into
THE DEPT COMP
our
top
producer
earning
less
than
the
plan.
I
would
say
70%
keeping the process transparent,
PLAN > 80%
10% of his base salary in incentive
approve
which seems to be appreciated. I
SATISFACTION
pay. However, when the Faculty
would rate it at 90%.
LEVEL.
was offered an opportunity to form
a committee to revise the plan, no
one volunteered.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

Oncology

Spine

Historically, Spine. Currently,
Upper Extremity due to volumes

60%

Total dollars, general orthopedics,
by MD, Spine

OTHER - 11%
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 17

ORTHO DEPT 18

ORTHO DEPT 19

ORTHO DEPT 20

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$470,052

$890,110

$747,935

$823,045

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

6,056

12,275

6,922

12,062

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$78

$73

$108

$68

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$395,651

$526,416

$393,325

$393,000

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

84%

59%

53%

48%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$65

$43

$57

$33

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$323,333

$300,000

$245,000

$250,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$0

$0

$5,000

$30,000

N/A

N/A

2

0

2

3

1

$270,904 - $541,967

$378,212 - $974,071

$240,000 - $640,000

$323,000 - $452000

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

23

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

Yes. No.

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
THE DEPT COMP
PLAN > 80%
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

MGMA median comp per wRVU per
subspecialty (hand, sports, joints, spine)
Annual MD target of 40%tile of UHC
discounted 5% and further discounted for
Our plan is both production based
"low reimbursement" payors (self, Medicaid) for subspecialty. Step 1- POD must be
profitable on P&L, then 2. 50% of
(work RVU) and revenue based.
in increments of 10% (i.e. 10 - 20% "low
pay" means a further 15% discounts…20 - bottom-line profit goes to MD's in that Bonuses are paid on a quarterly basis,
30% means a further 25% discount, and so
POD as bonus based on overall
gradually increasing towards the end
on). We also assess a direct charge for
contribution to POD 3. The other 50% of the year if productivity and revenue
physician assistant P&L (if there is a loss or
of POD profit goes to Chairman's
levels are sustained.
gain, it goes to physician) and for "extra"
descretionary fund for bonusing.
staff (i.e. if they want an academic secretary
or an extra MA)

As with any physician comp plan, 80% feel plan is fair and equitable;
Not sure they do. New practice each surgeon has a complaint, but other 20% would like more profit For the most part, the faculty rate it
wide plan being developed. 50%
they also are "okay" with it in
going directly to them by simple % as fair, and I would rate it at 90%
general. I would rate it an 85%.
of collections.

Joints

Sports

Spine

Sports

OTHER - 11%
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 21

ORTHO DEPT 22

ORTHO DEPT 23

ORTHO DEPT 24

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$550,317

$712,590

$610,098

$1,161,300

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

7,529

9,582

11,904

12,277

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$73

$74

$51

$95

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$332,916

$489,803

$494,950

$630,341

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

60%

69%

81%

54%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$44

$51

$42

$51

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$320,000

$400,000

$265,000

$350,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$0

$25,000

$66,000 (This is higher than most
because we "withhold" 20% of the
median salary until the physician
meets targets, however targets are
very reachable).

$0

N/A

N/A

2

2

2

2

1 to 3

$305,000- $700,000

$ 400,000 -$560,000

$232,500 - $850,000

$321,000 - $1,670,000

Yes and no

Our physicians are paid at 80% of the
median MGMA, sub-specialty by rank.
The remaining 20% is eliglbe for
bonus if targets are met for patient
satisfaction, quality, citizenship, etc.
Physician's are required to bill wRVU's
at the MGMA median. Anything over
that is bonusable up to the 75th
percentile of the MGMA by academic
rank and sub-specialty.

compensation is tied to faculty's
revenues less directly and indirectly
allocated expenses

By and large faculty embrace the
plan. I rate this a 80%.

Moving to a new comp plan next
year

Plan was in place for about 4
years. It's fallen out of favor
recently, leading to the
development of a new bonus
model but it hasn't been
implemented. Rating for current
bonus plan is 40.

We consider this plan fair and
transparent. It is moderately
complex to administer due to some
of the calculations.

Spine

Sports

Spine

Sports

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

23

Yes. A faculty member is incented for
every wRVU over 80% of the FPSC
Benchmark for their sub-specialty
times their average collections per
wRVU (less 20% practice plan
overhead)

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
THE DEPT COMP
PLAN > 80%
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

OTHER - 11%
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
COMBINED SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 25

ORTHO DEPT 26

ORTHO DEPT 27

$754,770

$806,972

$796,470

$611,241

$1,151,676

$1,036,426

Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon

8,741

9,209

9,317

8,046

9,312

11,633

Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement
or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

$86.3

$87.6

$85.5

$76

$124

$89

$428,356

$461,599

$466,393

$433,104

$433,549

$507,725

Compensation as % of Receipts

56.8%

57.2%

58.6%

71%

38%

49%

Comp/WRVU
Starting BASE salary for new hires coming out of fellowship for
their first year on your staff (please do not include any employer
contributions to retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to
be compensation only)

$49.0

$50.0

$51.5

$54

$47

$44

$268,341

$282,667

$288,732

$331,200

$250,000

$350,000

N/A

N/A

$24,638

$28,800

$25,000

$50,000

N/A

N/A

2

1

2

2

$286,000-$692,000

$239,280-$ 574,000

$200,000-$991,143

Average Collections per surgeon

Typical Bonus for a 1st year faculty member who is arriving out of
fellowship.
How many years do you guarantee a salary in your offer letter to
the new hires?
Salary Range in your program including bonuses (full time
surgeons). Please do not include any employer contributions to
retirement or fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation
only and should not include the Chairman's salary.
How many total surgeons (including 1st years and Chairman) in
your program? (Head count)

Does your Department have a compensation plan and if so, can you
describe it in a paragraph or less?

16

N/A

19

23

N/A

Do the faculty accept your compensation plan as "fair" and from 1
to 100 (best) can you rate your satisfaction with it as being fair,
transparent, and easy to administer.

N/A

N/A

Which subspecialty is your most profitable (i.e. spine, sports, total
joint, etc.) for your Department? (specific to your Department, not
the hospital).

N/A

N/A

52% OF
PROGRAMS RATE
THE DEPT COMP
PLAN > 80%
SATISFACTION
LEVEL.

SPINE - 52%
SPORTS - 26%
ADULT RECON - 11%

Base salary is 92% of total
compensation. Incentive achieved if
physician meets budgeted clinical
productivity numbers but other factors
are taken into consideration as well.
This includes overall departmental
Our plan has been a combination of
financial performance, IP and OP
wrvu and revenue/expense driven.
patient satisfaction, pain management Those not profitable take a reduction
scores, and compliance with medical
in pay. Profitable covers deficit and
record completion. For individuals that
I/C paid to "high performers"
exceed their budgeted clinical
productivity, they are eligible to
receive more than their budgeted
incentive provided other goals as
noted above have been met.

July 2012 we changed to a wRVU
compensation plan. Each
subspecialty has a dollar per wRVU
multiplier they earn. Quarterly we
reconclie the base salary with amount
earned (wRVUs x $ multiplier) and we
pay bonuses out or reduce base
salaries on wRVU produced.

Unable to answer currently.

No, plan is being reworked per
dean's directive for all faculty. 40

Most faculty believe it is fair and
easy to understand. I rate it at 80
out of a 100

Spine

spine and sports are a dead heat

Pediatric

OTHER - 11%
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 1

ORTHO DEPT 2

ORTHO DEPT 3

ORTHO DEPT 4

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

Yes, radiology = $800,000/year.

No

No

Yes. X-rays. About $300K.

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

No

No

Yes - but minimal

No

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

Yes, via a coverage agreement
with one of our health system
hospitals…pays us $400,000/yr.

Yes, we received $500 for every
case done after 8p and before 6a.
Last year hospital committed
$190,000 for call.

No

About $1,000 per night at Trauma
hospital.

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

Yes, School of Medicine sends
equivalent of 50% MGMA
academic ortho chair rate or
$350,000/yr to help offset his
admin time.

Yes, the department supplements
his salary by $120,000/yr.

Yes

Yes. Bonus metrics based on
Clinical, Academic (faculty
development), and Research
factors.

85% YES

$1,000,000 academic transfer;
$262,500 medical directorships

HMC Chief of service $144K,
QA/QI Director 20K, spine
fellowship director $25K, Med.
Ambulatory Care Medical Director Director Spine $15K, Dept Chair
$15,000
$50K, Trauma Director $40K, Med.
Dir. Pelvic $25K, Med. Dir 6SE
$8500

81% YES

Yes, $125,000 for the Program
Director; $21,000 each for Foot,
Sports, and Total Joint fellowship
Directors; and $60,000 for the
Ortho GME administrative staff.
Also get $171,231 in add'l GME
funding.

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

86% YES

N/A

88% YES

59% YES

Yes, Trauma Fellowship Dir $50K, Total Joint Fellowship Dir $41,500

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

Yes, our bottom line is made net
neutral for 2 Oncologists and this
equates to almost $350,000 for FY Yes, Children's hospital grant pays
11 in support. Similar scenario for
$206,000/yr, which is salary
2 pediatric faculty which totals
supplement for Ped Ortho MD.
about $200,000 for FY 11. Also get
$110,000 trauma support.

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

78% YES

81% YES

Yes, we can submit a 3 year proforma for our projected hires and
potentially receive subvention and
reduced overheads to mitigate
associated deficits.

No

Program Director, Associate
Program Director of Residency
Program.

Yes $114K

Yes. Program Director, Associate
Program Director of Residency
Program, Program Manager, and
$65K per resident to support
faculty salaries.

Full Clinicall Shortfall support

Hospital system pays for 2 years of
practice/program support for new
faculty - $250K per faculty.

Full Clinicall Shortfall support

Hospital system pays for 2
research faculty.
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 5

ORTHO DEPT 6

ORTHO DEPT 7

ORTHO DEPT 8

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

NO

No

Yes, Some Xray $1,000,000

DME - $ 1.8 million in net revenue

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

NO

Yes, we receive shared profitability
on our ASC

Yes

Yes, SOM receives 45% of
hospital net profits

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

NO

Yes, we receive $423,955/yr for
Trauma Call and $264,972/yr for
Hand Call.

Yes, $450,000 Pediatric Trama
Call

No

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

NO

Yes, state funds in the form of FTE
support $186,150

Yes. The Department committs to
cover administrative effort
(estimated to be 60%) based on
median AAMC salary.

No

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

NO

Same Day Surgery $40,000

Unit Medical Director (2) @
$15,000; Facility Medical Director
$44,000

Medical Director - $ 75,000

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

N/A

59% YES

81% YES

NO

Yes, $29,325 for residency
director. $43,180 for coordinator

Resident admin ($903 per
resident)

No

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

NO

No

Trauma program support to keep
trauma sugeons on par with other
faculty.

Hospital pays for nurse
coordinators in the inpatient
intensive sub-specialties

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

78% YES

81% YES

NO

Yes. Clinical hires are funded for 2
Yes, but it's on a case by case
years as part of a salary deficit
basis where we submit a proforma
guarantee based on AAMC
on new clinical hires and request
benchmarks. Research hires are
50% of median AAMC salary
handled on a case by case basis support for 1st year and then 25%
with the Dean's Office.
salary support for 2nd year.

No
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 9

ORTHO DEPT 10

ORTHO DEPT 11

ORTHO DEPT 12

No

Not directly at this time. Plans to
change over next 2-3 years.

No

Yes

The Department does not.

Trauma funding from the State

No

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

Yes, funds flow supported by the
hospitals for clinical, research,
teaching, admin D, & admin H
missions totaling $12,271,465
million

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

Yes- $12,271,465

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

Yes, $565,000 - Trauma & Hand
coverage

Yes, $197,000/yr for Adult and
$130,000/yr for Pediatric Call
coverage

At one site we receive payment of
$365,000 per year for Adult Level
II trauma call coverage and
$180,000 per year for pediatric
trauma call coverage. At our LI
trauma site there is a total contract
amount which does not split out
the call coverage.

No

Yes, $140,000 from SOM

Yes, dowry

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

YES. In lieu of his admin
responsibilities, our Chairman
receives support of $93,633 per
year from the SOM which is tied to
the MGMA 65th percentile of all
Ortho Academic Chairman. The
chair also receives $330,000 in
chair support, funded by the
hospitals

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

Chief = $77,340; Chief = $15,000

Unit Director=$65,000, Outpt Surgery
Ctr Med Dir=$83,000

Musculoskeletal Service Director

NO

81% YES

$1,390,000 is spread across all
physicians with a teaching effort to
oversee the resident & fellow
programs. The residency program
director and supporting
coordinators are funded through
operations.

Yes. $747,161 in Fy12. Includes
support of 3 programs for Program
Dir, Chair, Admin and General
Resident Support.

Beginning in FY12 we received
about $390,000 from a consortium
of hospitals to support resident
education. Of this, $60,000 each
is being paid to Director of
Education and Residency Program
Director

NO

59% YES

Yes, we have an affiliation with a
hospital where residents are
provided an opportunity to gain
experience in the community.
Ortho receives $206,000 a year

Yes, $48,000 for Trauma and
$368,000 for 4 subspeciality
fellowship positions

No

NO

N/A

N/A

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

78% YES

81% YES

Yes, we receive funding for all
missions from the hospitals during
the request to recruit (RTR)
process for a new physician that Yes. Individual business plan created
Some dollars committed as part of
for each new recruit to request
the hospitals want to employ. The
Chair's recruitment package
start up funding is determined by
backstop support for 3 yrs.
the anticipated profit-loss for that
phyisican during his/her first 3
years.

Some for clinical, none for
research
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 13

ORTHO DEPT 14

ORTHO DEPT 15

ORTHO DEPT 16

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

NO

No

No

none

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

NO

No

No

No

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

YES/NO, Only on holidays, $1500
per major holiday, $1000 per
regular holiday.

Yes $200,000 for trauma call

No

NO

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

YES

Y. $139,400 from Medical Group
and $45,000 from General Fund

Yes - Chairman is 50% clinical and
50% administrative

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

Medical Director of Faculty
Practice / $5000 yr.

Chief of Service $25,000. Chief of
Sports $150,000

Trauma Director = $65,000;
(Rehab director - $58,000 - nonoperative, but falls under Ortho
dept).

Yes- employed model, part of
salary is designated for
Administration for Chair, PD and
Section heads

81% YES

Yes, GME Program Director
suuport for a total of $99,738 per
year. State Funding for SGR of
$387,943 and Research of
$96,092 per year.

Yes, $64,000 for residency
coordinator. $150,000 For
Program Director

$164,5000 for one Residency
Director

A stipend gets paid to the PD

59% YES

TRAUMA - LEVEL I Trauma
Center support of $750,000
annually

No

Yes. This past year was the last
year the state provided money for
Children with Special Needs
program; $38,500. We do not
anticipate this continuing.

NO

81% YES

YES - Chair package initiating in
FY12 of $6M over 6 years
budgeted as Faculy Salary &
Benefits 1.8M, Support Staff
salaries & benefits .23M, Research
1.1M, ORTHO Urgent Care 0.9M,
Residency & Fellowship 1.125M,
Operations .379M. Aside from
those outlined in the Chairmans
strategic plan, Yes, but it's on a
case by case basis where we
submit a proforma on new clinical
hires and request support that may
lower overheads or also provide
start-up support.

In very rare cases

No.

Yes, the institution is paying for a
part time research coordinator for
the Orthopedics section and a part
time investigator for the Sports
section

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

N/A

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

78% YES
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 17

ORTHO DEPT 18

ORTHO DEPT 19

ORTHO DEPT 20

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

No

Yes we receive Xray and drug
revenue totaling $230,221

Orthotics and Prosthetics
Collections of $4,265,130

Yes, we receive Xray and MRI
revenue of approximately
$500,000/year

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

No

No

$852,457

We receive some base salary
support for surgeons from the
hospital.

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

No

Yes - $200,000 for Trauma Call.
$152,650 for Spine Call

No

Yes, we receive approximately
$275,000/year for Trauma
Coverage

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

No

Compensation of $209,375/annum
from the our SOM. Additional
compensation of $93,900/annum
from the department.

Support through Med Ctr of
$249,996

Yes, a five year startup package
from the SOM of $150,000 per
year

Trauma Director (15%) $85,394;
Sports Medicine Director (5%)
$30,199;Perioperative Service
Perioperative Services = 250,000
Director (25%)
$142,324;Outpatient Medical
Director (9.45%) $57,100; Surgery
Medical Director (10%) $60,398.

Director of our Technology
Assessment Program: $50k

No

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

N/A

59% YES

81% YES

No

$75,500 for a new Research
Coordinator for Sports Medicine
for 5 years (tied to a physician
contract)

Yes, total $85,000/yr residency

Approximately $100,000 per year
for Residency Program Director,
$40,000 for Program Coordinator

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

No

No

Inpatient Incentive Program uses
yearly metrics for payout amount,
mainly for inpatient specialties

Yes, additional funding for hand
and upper extremity coverage of
$150,000 per year.

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

78% YES

81% YES

Yes. On the clinical side we
submit a proforma to hospital
Yes, but is on a case by case
funds flow committee for approval.
basis, Where we submit a
We have no research hires, but Yes, scale based, $75K/50K/25K,
proforma on a new clinical hire and recently submitted a plan to the
3 yrs
request shortfall support.
Dean and he gave us a small startup fund ($50k) for a future PhD
hire.

No
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FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 21

ORTHO DEPT 22

ORTHO DEPT 23

ORTHO DEPT 24

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

Yes, but only at the
Department/Practice Group owned
clinic

No

No, we get no revenue for
ancillaries.

DME - $542k

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

No

No

No

yes, $1,159,000

no

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

Yes, the Surgeons receive $962 IF
they come in to do a case

No

No call pay for Trauma or Spine
call. We receive hand call
payments if a hand faculty does
more than 7 nights per month,
paid at $1,000/nt. We get about
$36,000 per year.

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

Yes, the Chair gets 10% support
from the Dean (and another 6%
from an Endowed Chair)

$203,019

Yes, $300,000 for Chair and Chief
of Ortho Services

yes, 169.5k from medical school,
209.4k from hospital

NO

$50k associate chair - academics,
Director of ASC, $120k,
quality assurance director $27.6k,
Clinic Medical Director $40k,
$50k associate chair - clinic

Yes. Residency Administration
$88,400. Residency Supervision
$252,000.

Residency Program Director
$41.5k

Director of Adult
Reconstruction&Oncology$50,522 per/ year.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

Medical Director - $36,000,
Director of Sports Medicine $36,000

Director Total Joint Program $50,522
Director Of Sports Medicine $50,522
Director of Ortho COE - $25,261
Ambulatory Clinic Director $33,637

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

N/A

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

78% YES

81% YES

Yes - We get a total of $357k for
GME, of which $273k is earmarked
for the Program Director. We
allocate the funding differently than
the hospital formula. Each faculty
member gets 7% of their salary
from GME and the Program
Director gets an additional 5%.

59% YES

Yes, we receive 10% of the
Trauma Surgeon's salary (plus
benefits). We also get 50% of the
Nurse Clinicians/PA's (plus
benefits) - there are a total of 8 (6
nurses/2 PA's) from the hospital

81% YES

Yes, but it's on a case by case
Yes, but very rare. Only if we are
basis where we submit a proforma
recruiting someone that is or has
on new clinical hires and request
been previously funded and is
subvention that may lower the
deemed a good prospect to
overheads or also provide
quickly get additional grant funding
subvention.

$188,494

no

Yes, our ortho oncologists attend
clinics and do surgery at Children's
Stipend for foot & Ankle ($100k),
Hospital. Children's pays us
Trauma $150k
approximately $50,000 for their
time.

Yes, but case-by-case.

Yes, but it's on a case by case
basis, etc.
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

ORTHO DEPT 25

ORTHO DEPT 26

ORTHO DEPT 27

EXTERNAL FUNDS FLOW COMING INTO YOUR DEPT
Do you receive any revenue from ancillaries? If so, how much per
year and for what specific ancillaries?

29% YES

34% YES

41% YES

No

pt/ot and xrays

NO

Do you receive any revenue as part of shared profitability with
your hospital, health system, or SOM? (i.e. ASC)?

31% YES

38% YES

41% YES

Yes

NO

NO

Payment for call coverage? If so, how much?

57% YES

38% YES

56% YES

No

NO

Yes, we receive $200,000 for Peds
call and $200,000 for Trauma call.

N/A

66% YES

70% YES

No

NO

NO

Trauma

Medical Director $25,000, Surgery
Center Director=$25,000, Inpatient
Med. Director $25,000, Clinic
Director=$55,000, Children
Hospital Director=$35,000

Does your Chairman receive any kind of support tied to his/her
role as Chairman (Y= YES, N= NO)? If yes, please specifiy
amount and source.

86% YES

88% YES

85% YES

Medical Director of Clinic supported FTE varies by size of
clinic but anywhere from 0.05 to
0.15 FTE ($$ amount depends on
MD salaries in these roles); Dept.
Quality Director - $30,000 stipen;
Asst Chief Medical Officer for
Surgical outpatient practices - 0.2
FTE ($$ depdends on MD salary in
this role); Assoc Dean for CME $10,000 stipen

Do you receive any Residency Program Director or Coordinator
funding, if so please specify.

N/A

59% YES

81% YES

Residency Director 0.1 FTE and
Co-Director 0.05 FTE, amounts
dependent on physicians in these
roles and their salaries

yes

NO

Do you receive funding for any of your subspecialties beyond
what is written above (i.e. Pediatrics, Oncology, Trauma).

N/A

59% YES

59% YES

No

no

Trauma receives $200,000 for 4
NPs and another $450,000 for
Trauma.

Yes but based on school/hospital

It's on a case by case basis where
we submit a proforma on new
clinical hires and request
subvention that may lower the
overheads or also provide
subvention.

Please provide a listing of any medical director type
revenue/stipends received.

Do you receive any start up funding for new clinical or research
hires?

N/A

78% YES

81% YES

Yes, case by case.
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2012 AOC: Benchmark Analysis
MISCELLANEOUS
Nationally more doctors are becoming employed by hospitals. Are
your physicians employed by your hospital? (Y= Yes, N = No).
If answer to above is YES, in your opinion are faculty happier (H)
or unhappy (U) under this employed arrangment?

Are you using an EMR and, if so, which one?
Do you have a Musculoskeletal Institute? (Y = Yes, N = No).
Do you have "affiliated" practices associated with your
Department (these are private practice Ortho groups who are tied
to you). If Yes, how many doctors in total are affiliated?

FY 09
AVERAGE

FY 11
AVERAGE

FY 12
AVERAGE

N/A

16% YES

20% YES

N/A

80% ARE HAPPIER

N/A

N/A

26% YES

34% YES

100% OF ABOVE ARE
HAPPIER
74% USE EPIC
19% USE CERNER
7% USE OTHER
34% YES

N/A

25% YES

30% YES
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SURGICAL FACULTY SPECIFICS

NON-ORTHO SURGEON FACULTY & MIDLEVEL
(the data for this specific section listed below is from 2011)

FOOT & ANKLE
Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement or
fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)
Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

SPINE
AVERAGES
$730,147
8,366
$87

$440,343

60%
$53

Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

AVERAGES
$784,314
9,003
$87

$468,969

60%
$52

Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

AVERAGES
$585,394
7,439
$79

$417,337

71%
$56

Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

58%
$46

Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus (please
do not include any employer contributions to retirement or fringe
benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and should not
include the Chairman's salary)
Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

AVERAGES
$941,818
9,665
$97

60% = YES
521,500
5,206

Average Base Comp per PM&R
Average Bonus per PM&R
AVERAGE TOTAL COMPENSATION

$294,000

Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus (please
do not include any employer contributions to retirement or fringe
benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and should not
include the Chairman's salary)
Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

AVERAGES
$793,458
8,666
$92

$523,581

66%
$60

Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus (please
do not include any employer contributions to retirement or fringe
benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and should not
include the Chairman's salary)
Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

38% = YES
431,000
4,796

Does your Dept have Podiatrists?
Average Collections per PODIATRIST
Average WRVUs per PODIATRIST
Average Base Comp per PODIATRIST

$509,328

54%
$53

AVERAGES
$841,671
10,022
$84

Average Bonus per PODIATRIST
AVERAGE TOTAL COMPENSATION

$191,000

Does your Dept have PRIMARY CARE DOCTORS/INTERNISTS?

66% = YES

Average Collections per PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR/INTERNIST
Average WRVUs per PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR/INTERNIST
Average Base Comp per PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR/INTERNIST
Average Bonus per PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR/INTERNIST

448,000
4,702

AVERAGE TOTAL COMPENSATION

$236,000

Does your Dept have MIDLEVELS (PA OR NP)?

84% = YES

$494,443

59%
$49

TRAUMA

PEDIATRIC
Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement or
fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

Average Collections per PM&R
Average WRVUs per PM&R

Does your Dept have PM&R?

$521,019

JOINT RECONSTRUCTION

ONCOLOGY
Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement or
fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

Compensation as % of Receipts
Comp/WRVU

AVERAGES
$904,235
11,407
$79

SPORTS

HAND
Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus
(please do not include any employer contributions to retirement or
fringe benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and
should not include the Chairman's salary)

Average Collections per surgeon
Average WRVUs (modifier adjusted) per surgeon
Collections/WRVU
Average TOTAL Compensation of surgeons including bonus (please
do not include any employer contributions to retirement or fringe
benefits. This datapoint is to be compensation only and should not
include the Chairman's salary)

AVERAGES
$713,375
9,252
$77

Average Collections per MIDLEVEL

92,000

Average WRVUs per MIDLEVEL
Average Base Comp per MIDLEVEL
Average Bonus per MIDLEVEL
AVERAGE TOTAL COMPENSATION

1,463

$92,000

$492,257

69%
$53
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